1 What's New in Version 2.0
This sections quickly reviews the changes and new features in Mooberry Book Manager
version 2.0 for those users already familiar with Mooberry Book Manager.

The later sections of this manual describes these features in more detail.

1.1 Book Editions
A new section has been added to books called Editions. Editions allows you to set the
data that exists for each specific edition or format of your book, including:
○ ISBN
○ Format (paperback, hardcover, epub, kindle, PDF)
● Physical size in inches or centimeters (for physical formats)
● Suggested Retail Price (in choice of currency)
● Language
● Title (ie First Edition, Second Edition)
● Number of Pages (notice this has moved from the Book Details)

Books can have multiple Editions. Editions are optional. You don’t have to include any
Editions information. (Any existing data you’ve entered for Number of Pages will be
ignored.)
If you do add Editions to a book, the only required field is the Format. All others are
optional. But if you fill in either the width or height, you must fill in both.

1.2 Publishers
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Publisher and Publisher Website have been moved from the Book Edit page to a new
settings page. In their place on the Book Edit page is a drop down list of publishers. (Or
if you haven’t entered any publishers yet, a note that publishers are set up in settings.)

This change means you don’t have to enter the same publisher name and website more
than once if you have multiple books with the same publisher. Now you simply select
from the drop down list. Selecting a publisher is optional.

When you update to version 2, Mooberry Book Manager will automatically add your
publishers to the list on the new settings page, and select the appropriate publisher
from the list for each book.

1.3 Changes to Book Tags
Tags still work and display the same way on the books pages. If Mooberry Book
Manager inadvertently messed up your blog post tag archives, this will fix it.
When you upgrade to version 2, Mooberry Book Manager automatically migrates your
book’s tags to the new “book type” of tags and remove your books from the existing
“blog post type” of tags.

1.4 New Settings
The Formats tab has been renamed to E-book Formats.
Three new tabs have been added to the Mooberry Book Manager Settings page:
○ General Settings
The General Settings tab is for settings that affect multiple things in
Mooberry Book Manager. General settings has two sections:
○ Book Page Default Settings
○ Set the default Unit of Measurement, Currency, and
Language
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○ These are used in the Editions section of the Edit Books
page. What you set here is what will be selected by default.
These can be changed on a per-Edition basis, but you can set
the defaults here for your convenience.
○ Book Grid Default Settings
○ The Cover Height setting for book grids has been removed.
Since you set the number of books across, the width of the
cover is determined programatically. So setting a height as
well was causing the book covers to stretch oddly in some
layouts.
○ When you add a Book Grid to a page, you can set the
number of books across
○ These settings still exist on a per-Book Grid basis, but now
you can set defaults. Any new Book Grids you add will use
these settings by default.
○ The default settings can be overridden on any Book Grid.
○ By using the default settings on your Book Grids, if you ever
need to change these settings (for example, if you change
your theme and now can fit 4 books across) you can just
change them here on the settings page instead of having to
change every Book Grid.
○ When you upgrade to version 2, Mooberry Book Manager
will set all of your Book Grids to use custom settings and
retains whatever setting you used when you added the Book
Grid. If you want to switch to using the default Book Grid
settings, you’ll have to edit your Book Grids accordingly.
○ Publishers
○ This is where publisher information will be recorded now.
○ For each publisher you add, the Name is required but the website is
optional.
○ This populates the drop down list in the Book Details section of the
Edit Books page.
○ When you upgrade to version 2, Mooberry Book Manager
automatically adds all publishers you’ve already added to books.
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○ Edition Formats
○ Edition Formats are very similar to Retailer and E-Book Formats
except there’s no logo/image.
○ This populates the drop down list in the Editions section of the Edit
Books page.
○ When you upgrade to version 2, Mooberry Book Manager adds
Hardcover, Paperback, ePub, Kindle, PDF, and Audiobook to this
list.

1.5 Redesigned Book Details Page
The Book Page has gotten a face lift! Now there is a two-column display and the
information has been re-ordered. The Retailer and E-book Format logo images included
with Mooberry Book Manager have also been replaced with higher-quality versions,
and they appear larger on the page. The layout is also responsive and will display well
on mobile devices.

The new Editions information has been added to the page.

Two interactive elements have been added:
● In the Editions section, any edition that has more than just the Format, Language,
and Price information set will have a + in front of it. Clicking on that + will open
a box with the additional information. The + turns into a - which will collapse the
additional information.
● The Excerpt now shows approximately the first 1000 characters, ending at a
paragraph. There is a READ MORE link which will open up the rest of the
except. At the end, a COLLAPSE link allows you to close the additional text.

An additional set of Buy/Download links appears at the bottom of the page, but only if
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the Excerpt is present. Without the Excerpt, the page will probably not be long enough
to justify the additional links, but after reading the excerpt, the reader may want to
purchase or download the entire story, so the links are given there as a convenience.

And finally, the most requested change has been implemented: any piece of information
that does not have any data set will no longer display its label. So no more things like:
Tags: (none)
Reviews: Coming Soon!

1.6 New User Roles
Two new User Roles specific to Mooberry Book Manager have been added:
● Librarian
○ Can view any book
○ Can add books
○ Can only edit and delete books she created
● Master Librarian
○ Can view any book
○ Can add books
○ Can edit and delete any book

These new roles allow you to add users to your Wordpress site just for the purposes of
managing books in Mooberry Book Manager.

Wordpress’ default user roles work the way you would expect them to in regards to
access to Mooberry Book Manager. Their access follows the same structure as Posts do.
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Because covers can be added to books, Librarians and Master Librarians have access to
the Media Library as well.

1.7 Comments Support Added to Book Pages
Now you can choose to allow comments on your book pages. You can turn comments
on or off per book, just like your blog posts.
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